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BSTRACT
A study was conducted to investigate ways in which

reading, comprehension could be instructionally influenced and whether
:that;influence differentially affected.young and elderly adult
learners.' The study attempted, too, to determine whether advance
_orgaMizer-s--instructional aids designad to precede a main passage and
-to"provide an organizational framework for meaningful prose7-would
'a,id:_olde"r"adults of limited,verbal ability as,much as younger adults.
,rAseCOnd,questi* examined 'whether older adults who are exposed to an,
'advance orgaMizer'will improvein'their recall of the gist or the
detail5of.text,material; 'Twenty-eight young adults (aged 18-32) and
42"eiderlY adults (aged,55-82) ware asked to read a 1,00 word main_

pissagethat':dealt with develOping a wildflower grrden. A 400-word
adVince,,-,drganiier:was_elaborated as a conceptual tramework,for
inirodti:Cingthe'main passage. Pilot research indicated that the
,adVandeOrganiier,- although discussing in general terms the main
hiMei"-Contained, in'the longer Passage did not contain explicit

there.Aftltiple choice questions were developed
61,.'taitl:lcomirehensiom-and retention oi the information in the main
aisigeTreatMent,gro4ps consisted,of those who'read the advance'

organiZe_r,prior,to,'the mainpassage, and"those who,read tbe main
Passage:only:, Results 'indicated,that subjects of-limited verbal
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ability,benefited-most from the,advance organizer; no one age group,
however; benefited-more than the 'other. Also, those who read the
i-dVanci'orgaMizer recalled more of the,detailed information in the
ext'; 15tit- did not 'do as well with the more general information.

Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made
from the original document.
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Thi

Abstract

study examined whether advance organizers benefit

adults of liiited verbal ability, and whether older adults

are exposed to an advance organizer improve in their recall

the "gist" on the detail of text 'material. A sample of young

(aged-16-32) and elderly (aged 55-82) adults read a 1,600 passage

on gardening. Treatment groups consisted of those who reada,400

word advance'organizer prior to the main passage, and those who

read a main passage only. Results indicated that subjects of

limited verbal ability benefited most from the advance organizer,

,butHnot one age group:More-than:the other. Secondly, the

advance organizer appeared to benefit recoll ction the most

detailed information in the text.



The Use of Advance Organizers With
Older Adults of Limited Verbal Ability

As the propertielhof, individuals over the age of 65

-increases in our society, so,:has Our:concept of thefunational

ability of this age group. The oncepopular belie; that learning,

ability declines throughout Adultheeet:is 'being-replaced with the

'concept that-older adults are both interested in and eapabie pf

continue&learning

1.1uchof the exi ting literature, has fecused on-disproving

cognitive de line in the elderly. In recent years Agruso (1978)

has argued that educational gerontologists must now go one step

further in their research, and use our knowledge to develop

effective instructional aids and procedures designed for use with

the elderly. Similarly, Knowles (1970) has distinguished between

pedagogy, the art and science of teaching children and ndragogy,

the art and science of teaching older learners.

The current study investigated ways in which reading

comprehension could be instructionally influenced and weether

that influence differentially affected young and elderly adult

learners. Until recent years, educators interested in verbal

learning have focused their ,efforts on paired-essociate,or serial

learning,tasks. While early studie .g., Canestrari, 1963)

indicated that older adults performed much more poorly on these

tasks than younger adults, more recent investigations have

attempted to reduce these differences.

The research-reported in this paper was, supported by grant'
#R03"AGO 4437701 :from theqNational institute'on Aging and, by ,granto,-.
#85050:730 froisit.he Georgiz'StatWUniversity Research GrantFund.
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One of the more promising lines of investigation involves

the use of mediators. There is now considerable evidence that

,solder adults-do not spontaneously use mediatorsasextensively or'

effectively as do younger adults. When instructed to use

mediational techniques, however, the older adults improve much

more than youAger ones, although the younger subjects overall

performance remains superior (Hulicka and Grossman, 1967).

Botwinick (1984) argues that mediators provide an organizational

strategy for older adults that is frequently employed

automatically by younger adults.

Advance organizers were used as the instructional aid o

interest in the current study. Advance organizers resemble

mediators in some respects, but are designed to provide an

organizational framework for meaningful prose, According to

Atisubel, Novak and Hanesian (1978) an advance organizer which

precedes a main passage provides a highly inclusive content t

which a learner can anchor a main passage and make it more

meaningful.

To date very little work has been done investigating the use

of advance organizers with older adults. Thompson, Holzman and

Doll (1985) found that advance ora nizers can be effective with

older adults of relatively high verbal ability. But most of the

available literature on children e.g., Ausubel and Fitzgerald,

1962) found that advance organizers were particularly effective

with subjects of limited verbal ability. Holzman, Allen and

Layne (1982) reinforced-the notion thatadvance,organizers'

especially,asSist,lessAble.individuals by applying this aid



mentary school childien, most ofrieWr.
.

below normal. Of equal importance, *fess led-Atarefters found that

eatiting-twO grades-

the 'advance:organizers helped-child:00i corrrehOW-both general-

information and more detailed:infOrm* ion Ooliteaned in the text,

e particUlarlyjielpful Wit0 lere deWied information.

'The current study examined whethft7 4Steettee,ftvanizers would aid-

older adults of lintitedyerbal abi21 ui-1)4m compared with younger

adults. , A second question ekamine4 Whether older adults wha are-

exposed toan advance organizer will:Amprove in their recall of

the "gist"

Subjects

_he detail of text material.

method

A sample of young adults 'was comprised of 28 paid

volunteers, aged 18-32, taking a college course on developmental

psychology. A sample of healthy elderly adults was comprised of

42 paid volunteers, aged 55-82, recruited from senior citizen

centers in metropolitan Atlanta. Mean educational level for the

young adults was 14.64 years and for the older adults 11.24

years.

Materials

A 1,600 word main passage (MP) dealt with developing a

wildflower garden. Pilot research indicated that the passage on

gardening was of interest to the older subjects but because of

the subject matter on wildflower gardening, did not contain

information that is familiar to most individuals. An advance

organizer (AO) of approximately 400 words was developed as a



conceptional _ramework for introducing the MP,. Itl discUss in_ -

general terms the mainTthemescontainedin theja.* pilot

research:Andicatedthat,-theA0 however., did not, contain:explicit

information included in the MP. A set of twenty multiple choice
_

foluestions was,,developed to test comprehension and retentionof

-the :information in theMP.

PrOdedure:_

All subje istered the first 50 items from the

uick Word Test (Borgatta & Corseni, 1964) as anassessment of

general verbal ability. For each age group the experimental

treatment (AO-MP) involved first reading the AO and then the MP.

A control condition provided a baseline for identifying benefits

derived from the AO. In this condition (MPO), subjects were

given equivalent time to the AO-MP condition to read the main

passage only. Immediately after the assigned passages were read,

all subjects answered a set of twenty recognition (multiple

choice) qUestions on the content of the MP. Pilot research had

been previously conducted to analyze the semantic structure of

the 1,600 word MP using a system described by Johnson (1970)

which yields four levels of structure, from "gist" to the

greatest level of detail. There were five questions for each

level of structure. Presentation order of the twenty recognition

items was random.

Sobjects scoring at the top 40 percent and bottom 40 percent

of the distribution on the Quick Word Test comprised the high

verbal ability and low verbal ability subjects respectively.

This yeilded a total sample of 70 young and older subjects.
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Results,

verbal ability) (treatment) analysis- of

Variance was per armed on-each of the four levels of semantic

structure.of the text- with the,level :Of formal education Score

as thecovariate. 'Significant main'effects were feund ter verbal

ability at all four levels of the text structure. No significant

main effects were found for age or treatment. Ma ginally

treatment with verbal ability weresignificant interactions

found for both level 3; F 1) - 3.11, p 08 and level 4;

F (1, 61) 4 95, p < f the semantic structure of the text.

The three way interactions

ability were not significant.

age with treatment and verbal

The differences on verbal ability favored those subjects

With higher verbal ability for both-the young and,the elderly.

The si nificant interactions between ,treatment and verbal ability,

indicates that subjects of low verbal ability who read the

advance organizer significantly benefited frop_ the treatment.

Since this involved levels 3 and 4, these subj.octs were recalling

more of the detailed information in the text. Finally, since

none of the three-way interactions were significant, this

indicates that while young and elderly subjects of limited verbal

ability were helped by the treatment, one age group did not

benefit more than the other.

Discussion

The current s udy provides support for the evidence

advance organizers can improve the reading comprehension

readers. It also provides support for the suggestion of

that

of, older

Holzman



(_1982) that advance organization appears to helpwith the

comprehension of the more information containeclin a

tekt. 61.milarly, Meyet-andRice (198_1) have maintained that-

older-readers are less sensitive to the structure of twit than

_are younger 'readers, and Often-miss the main points contained in _

detailed

a passage.- The advance r used in this study helped older

readers with the det:, .zd information n the textbutapparently

was not powerful enough to assist them with

information contained in the text.

One of the limitations of this s udy was that subjects had

only one opportunity to use an advance organizer with a prose

passage. It may be that as suggested by Hultsch (1974), there ie

time needed for the elderly to "learn to learn" the use of a new

concept. As such, it may take several trials or experiences with

the advance organizer before the elderly recognize the power of

the device Additional research which presents the elderly with

repeated exposure to advance organizers or other intervention

strategiep may serve to maximize the potential of the t chnique.

he more general
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